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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a study of the self-action of whistler waves involving the formation of density ducts in a collisional
magnetoplasma as a result of its additional ionization by the field of the propagating wave. Self-consistent distributions
of the field and the plasma corresponding to steady-state ionization self-channeling of whistler waves are obtained by
numerically solving the equations for the field together with balance equations for the electron density and energy.

FORMULATION
We consider steady-state self-consistent distributions of the wave field, the electron temperature, and the plasma density,
assuming that the wave frequencyω belongs to the whistler rangeωLH �| ω − iνe |� ωH � ωp, whereωLH is the lower
hybrid frequency andνe, ωH, andωp are the electron collision rate, gyrofrequency, and plasma frequency, respectively.
We also assume that the arising plasma structure is axisymmetric and uniform in the direction of an external dc magnetic
field. Such a model is quite adequate ifνe � ωH. A similar problem was considered in [1] for the simplest case of
axisymmetric modes under the assumption that thermal diffusion effects in the plasma can be neglected. In this work, we
generalize the analysis of [1] to allow for thermal diffusion and to include nonsymmetric whistler modes.

RESULTS
In the whistler range, the field of a mode guided by an enhanced-density duct surrounded by the background magneto-
plasma comprises a large-scale whistler-mode wave and a small-scale quasielectrostatic wave. We have found conditions
under which the skin depth of quasielectrostatic waves turns out to be much smaller than the duct width even for rather
small collision rates, so that the field structure in the duct is predominantly determined by the large-scale whistler contri-
bution. In this case, the general field equations can be simplified substantially. The simplified field equations have been
solved numerically together with balance equations for the electron density and energy. The balance equations used in the
analysis allow for diffusion and thermal diffusion across the external magnetic field, electron impact ionization of neutral
molecules, electron attachment, electron-ion recombination, and the external ionization source sustaining the background
density. As an example, Fig. 1 shows the self-consistent radial distributions ofn = (N −N0)/N0, Θ = (Te − Te0)/Te0,
and the electric-field components normalized to the so-called plasma field (see [1]), which correspond to steady-state
ionization self-channeling of the fundamental nonsymmetric whistler mode with the azimuthal index equal to unity under
conditions typical of ionization effects in air [1]. Here,N andTe are, respectively, the plasma density and the electron
temperature (hereafter, the zero subscript indicates background values of the appropriate quantities). It follows from the
obtained results that the additional ionization of a collisional laboratory magnetoplasma by intense whistler modes can
result in the formation of a field-aligned enhanced-density duct which traps and guides the waves creating this structure.
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Fig. 1. n, Θ, and the electric-field components as functions ofξ = ρ(α0N0/D⊥0)
1/2 (plots a, b, andc, respectively) for

n(0) = 0.1, ωp0/ωH = 56.5, ωH/ω = 8.8, νe0/ω = 0.1, Te0/I = 0.03, andk0(D⊥0/α0N0)
1/2 = 1.9 × 10−2, whereρ is

the radial cylindrical coordinate,α0 is the electron-ion recombination rate,D⊥0 = Te0νe0/(mω2
H), I is the effective ionization

potential of the neutral molecules,k0 is the wave number in free space, andm is the electron mass.


